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Fiscal Note

Present law authorizes the issuance of military honor license plates to veterans and other military personnel. Proposed law allows holders
of military honor plates pursuant to present law to issue a military honor plate with an identical number for use on a motorcycle and boat
trailer without payment of any additional license tax or fee in the event the license plate system is able to accommodate duplicate plates.
Proposed law requires the department to adopt necessary rules and regulations to implement proposed law.

There is no anticipated direct material effect on governmental expenditures as a result of this measure, because the Dept. of Public Safety,
Office of Motor Vehicles (OMV) cannot presently produce the plates provided for in proposed law. OMV reports no fiscal impact associated
with the provision in proposed law stating the agency must issue duplicate boat trailer and motorcycle license plates at no additional cost in
the event the OMV license plate system is reengineered to produce them. OMV presently does not have a timeline or plans to update the
Unisys Mainframe, its current license plate system. While the proposed law does not compel OMV to update its license plate system, the
office estimates that a full mainframe update would range from $30 - 50 M.

In the event OMV updates its license plate system to accommodate the duplicate plates and to the extent the office purchases 2,000 new
plates (1,000 boat trailer plates + 1,000 motorcycle plates) at $3.70 per plate, it would incur an SGR expenditure of $7,400 for the first
1,000 plates of each vehicle type that must be absorbed within its existing budget authority without an offset from the $3.50 handling fee
it collects on prestige license plates (See Revenue Explanation).

Furthermore, OMV would likely incur some programming costs associated with inputting and tracking the license plate in the new system.
These costs are presently indeterminable, but are likely to be marginal in nature and able to be absorbed utilizing existing resources and
budget authority.

Proposed law would decrease SGR collections for the Office of Motor Vehicles by an indeterminable amount if the OMV system is updated
and able to implement the provisions of proposed law (See Expenditure Explanation).

The proposed law allows applicants for the duplicate license plate(s) to acquire the plate without payment of any additional license tax or
fee. For reference, the current fees for boat trailer license plates total $25 (renewed every four years) and the current fees for motorcycle
plates total $12 (renewed every four years). To the extent persons holding the military license plate obtain both the motorcycle and boat
trailer license plates, the OMV would realize a revenue loss of $37 every four years. Furthermore, the OMV also collects a $3.50 handling
fee per plate. The OMV would realize a reduction of $3.50 per plate to the extent these plates are requested.

REVENUE EXPLANATION

EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION

Authorizes issuance of a military honor license plate with an identical number for a motorcycle or boat trailer. (8/1/17)
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